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ABSTRACT
In this second paper in a series of papers based on the most-up-to-date catalogue of
symbiotic stars (SySts), we present a new approach for identifying and distinguishing
SySts from other Hα emitters in photometric surveys using machine learning algo-
rithms such as classification tree, linear discriminant analysis, and K-nearest neigh-
bour. The motivation behind of this work is to seek for possible colour indices in the
regime of near- and mid-infrared covered by the 2MASS and WISE surveys. A number
of diagnostic colour-colour diagrams are generated for all the known Galactic SySts
and several classes of stellar objects that mimic SySts such as planetary nebulae, post-
AGB, Mira, single K and M giants, cataclysmic variables, Be, AeBe, YSO, weak and
classical T Tauri stars, and Wolf-Rayet. The classification tree algorithm unveils that
primarily J–H, W1–W4 and Ks–W3 and secondarily H–W2, W1–W2 and W3–W4 are
ideal colour indices to identify SySts. Linear discriminant analysis method is also ap-
plied to determine the linear combination of 2MASS and AllWISE magnitudes that
better distinguish SySts. The probability of a source being a SySt is determined using
the K-nearest neighbour method on the LDA components. By applying our classifica-
tion tree model to the list of candidate SySts (Paper I), the IPHAS list of candidate
SySts, and the DR2 VPHAS+ catalogue, we find 125 (72 new candidates) sources that
pass our criteria while we also recover 90 per cent of the known Galactic SySts.
Key words: general: catalogues - stars: binaries: symbiotic - stars: fundamental
parameters - methods: statistical - methods: data analysis
1 INTRODUCTION
This is the second in a series of papers based on the new cat-
alogue of symbiotic stars (SySts). In Paper I (Akras et al.
2019, accepted for publication in ApJS) the compilation of
known (323) and candidate (87) SySts as well as an atlas of
348 spectral energy distributions (SED) from 1 to 22µm, us-
ing the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS, Skrutskie et al.
2006) and the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE,
⋆ CNPq Fellow (PDI-DA 300336/2016-0)
† e-mail: stavrosakras@on.br
‡ CNPq Fellow (248503/2013-8)
Wright et al. 2010) data are presented. The classification of
all known SySts in the S-D-D′scheme, based on their SED
profiles, is revised. Seventy-four per cent are classified as
S-type (stellar), 13 per cent as D-type (dusty), 8 per cent
as S+IR-type (stellar + infrared excess) and 3.5 per cent as
D′-type.
SySts are ideal astrophysical laboratories for investigat-
ing and studying the formation of aspherical circumstellar
envelopes, mass transfer accretion disks processes, forma-
tion of soft and hard-X rays emission, dust forming regions,
colliding winds among others (e.g. Jordan et al. 1996; To-
tov 2003; Sokoloski 2003; Leedja¨rv 2004, Mikolajewska 2012;
Luna et al. 2013, Skopal & Carikov´ıa 2015; Mukai et al.
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2016). Beside all these phenomena and processes, they are
also considered as candidates for the progenitors of type Ia
supernova (SN Ia, Munari & Renzini 1992; Han & Podsiad-
lowski 2004; Di Stefano 2010; Wang et al. 2010; Dilday et
al. 2012).
Yet, the numbers of known SySts in the Milky Way
(257, Paper I) and nearby galaxies (66, Paper I) are still
far from being consistent with the expected number derived
from population models (e.g. 3×105, Munari & Renzini 1992;
4×105, Magrini, Corradi & Munari 2003; 1.2-15×103, Lu¨,
Yungelson & Han 2016).
Many attempts have been made to discover new
members by developing diagnostic colour-colour diagrams
(DCCD) in the optical ([O iii] 4363/H γ vs. [O iii] 5007/H β,
Gutierrez-Moreno, Moreno & Corte´s 1995; various combina-
tions of emission line ratios, Ilkiewicz & Mikolajewska 2017;
r–H α vs. r–i, Corradi et al. 2008, 2010; Rodr´ıguez-Flores
et al. 2014), near-IR (J–H vs. H–Ks, Allen & Glass 1974;
Phillips 2007; Corradi et al. 2008; Clyne et al. 2015, I–J vs.
J–Ks , Schmeja & Kimeswenger 2001) and mid-IR regime
(K-[12] vs. [12]-[25], Luud & Tuvikene 1987; Leedja¨rv 1992).
The motivation of this work is to find new colour crite-
ria in the regime of near and mid-IR that will identify SySts
using machine learning algorithms. Recall that SySts display
SED peaks in the wavelength range between ∼1 and ∼25µm
(Ivison et al. 1995, Paper I). Therefore, the 2MASS/WISE
surveys are very helpful to distinguish SySts from other
strong H α emitters (e.g. genuine planetary nebulae (PNe),
Wolf-Rayet stars (WR), Be stars, AeBe stars, cataclysmic
variables (CV), Mira stars, weak and classical T Tauri stars
(WTT,ClTT), young stellar objects (YSO)).
The paper is organized as follows: new
2MASS/AllWISE DCCDs are generated and presented in
Section 2. The results from a machine learning approach,
classification tree, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and
K-nearest neighbours (KNN), are presented in Sections 3
and 4. In Section 5, we apply our classification criteria to a
compilation of candidate SySts. This compilation includes
candidates from the list of candidates (Paper I), the IPHAS
(Corradi et al. 2008; Drew et al. 2005) and the VPHAS+
(DR2; Drew et al. 2014) surveys. A number of new very
likely SySts candidates are presented. We finish with our
conclusions in Sect. 6.
2 DIAGNOSTIC COLOUR-COLOUR
DIAGRAMS (DCCD)
The 2MASS J–H vs. H–Ks DCCD has extensively been used
to study the near-IR properties of SySts, to classify them
into S- and D-types or to identify new candidates (Allen &
Glass 1974; Rodriguez-Flores 2006; Phillips 2007; Corradi et
al. 2008, 2010; Baella, Pereira & Miranda 2013; Baella et al.
2016; Clyne et al. 2015).
Corradi et al. (2008) propose two specific regions in
which the majority of the S- and D-type are placed. Few
years later, these regions were redefined by Rodriguez-Flores
et al. (2014) being more restricted. In the J–H vs. H–Ks
DCCD from Corradi et al. (2008), one can see that there
is a small overlap between the S- and D-types probably be-
cause of some mis-classifications. The same overlap is not
observed in the DCCD from Rodriguez-Flores et al. (2014)
Table 1. List of references for all the classes of objects.
Class of Object Sample References
PNe 188 Ramos-Larios & Phillips 2005
Post-AGB 180 Vickers et al.2015,Akras et al.2017
Suarez et al. 2006, Yoon et al. 2014
Wolf-Rayet 162 van der Hucht 2001
Be 185 Chojnowski et al. 2015
AeBe 173 Vieira et al. 2003,
Herbst & Shevchenko 1999
Rodrigues et al. 2009
CV 191 Hoard et al. 2002
Mira 316 Huemmerich & Bernhard 2012,
Whitelock et al. 2008
K giants 240 Carlberg et al. 2011, Gray et al. 2016
M giants 210 Tabur et al. 2009, Gray et al. 2016
Classical T Tauri 183 Galli et al. 2015, France et al. 2014
Grankin et al. 2007,
Herbst & Shevchenko 1999
Weak T Tauri 213 Grankin et al. 2008, Galli et al. 2015
Cieza et al. 2007,
Herbst & Shevchenko 1999
YSO 260 Rebull et al. 2011, Harvey et al. 2007
SySts 220† Paper I and references therein
† Galactic SySts
due to the preliminary selection of SySts from the IPHAS
r–H α vs. r–i DCCD and the likely better classification by
the authors (see Fig. 1 in Rodriguez-Flores et al. 2014).
In Figure 1, we present the 2MASS J–H vs. H–Ks
DCCD for all the known Galactic SySts. For the vast major-
ity of them, the classification is based on the SED profiles
(Paper I), whereas for those without an SED profile and
thus a new classification, the old one has been considered.
Besides SySts, various classes of objects that show H α emis-
sion such as PNe, WR stars, Be and AeBe stars, CVs, Mira
stars, CTT and WTT stars as well as post-AGB stars and
single K-M giants are also included.
The sample size of all these classes of object as well as
the references are given in Table 1. The photometric magni-
tudes were obtained from the AllWISE (Cutri et al. 2014)
and 2MASS (Cutri et al. 2003) catalogues using a search-
ing radius of 6 arcsec due to the resolution of the W3 and
W4 bands. For approximately 90 per cent of the sources, the
cross-matching of the 2MASS and AllWISE was made in a
radius less than 1 arcsec. Only sources with actual measure-
ments and no upper limit values were selected for all the
classes of objects except CV1.
Genuine PNe often mimic SySts mainly in the optical
regime. In the 2MASS J–H vs. H–Ks DCCD, the majority
of PNe are found to be bluer in the H–J colour index (<0.9)
compared to SySts (>0.8) occupying the lower part of the
1 By verifying various catalogues of CVs, we found that the vast
majority have only upper limit magnitudes inW3 and W4. More-
over, more than 95 per cent of CVs have J–H colour index lower
than 0.75 which means that the upper limit values magnitudes in
W3 and W4 do not affect our classification tree model (see § 3,
Figure 7 and Figure A3). Therefore, we decided not to excluded
the CVs with upper limit W3 and W4 magnitudes in order to
keep their sample size comparable with the rest of the mimics
and the sample size of SySts.
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Figure 1. The 2MASS J–H vs. H–Ks DCCD for different classes of objects. The same DCCD for the four type of SySts is presented in
the inset plot. The dashed and solid boxes define the regimes of S- and D-type SySts from Corradi et al. (2008) and Rodr´ıgues-Flores
et al. (2014). The black arrow corresponds to 4 mag extinction in the V band. The names in the box correspond to S-, D-, D′- and
S+IR-type SySts, planetary nebulae (PNe), post-AGB stars (post-AGB), Wolf-Rayet stars (WR), Be stars (Be), AeBe stars (AeBe),
cataclysmic variables (CV), K/M giants, weak/classical T Tauri stars (WTT/ClTT) and YSO.
DCCD. However, there is small number of PNe with H–
J>0.9 that are mixed up with S- and D-type SySts. These
are likely denser and younger members. On the other hand,
post-AGB, YSO and AeBe stars are found to be well mixed
with the D-type SySts. This clearly illustrates than the dusty
SySts cannot easily be distinguished from other dusty sources
in the near-infrared wavelength regime. In the left part of the
plot with 0<H–Ks<1 (Fig. 1), we find the locus of S-type
SySts as well as a number of other sources such as single M
and K type giants, WTT and ClTT stars and Mira stars.
All these sources are well mixed making hard to distinguish
them based only on the 2MASS colours. The single K and M
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2016)
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Figure 2. The 2MASS/AllWISE H–W2 vs. J-H DCCD for different classes of objects as well as for the four type of SySts presented in
the inset plot. The black arrow corresponds to 4 mag extinction in the V band.
type red giants are found to be bluer in the J–H colour index
(<1) compared to the S-type SySts with a cool companion of
the same spectral type (see also Catchpole & Glass 1974). A
similar behaviour is also found between the single Mira stars
and D-type SySts. This may be associated with a higher dust
formation rate in SySts than in single giants. Evidence of fast
rotation in some S-type SySts and the majority of D′-types
compared to single giants may indicate a substantial increase
in mass-loss rate by a factor of 10 (Zamanov et al. 2006,
2008) or the higher mass-loss rate of symbiotic Mira stars
compared to normal ones (Gromadzki et al. 2009). WTT and
ClTT stars appear to occupy different areas in this DCCD.
WTT are well mixed with S-type SySts while ClTT show a
redder H–Ks colour index. The bulk of WR stars is found
to occupy a region between SySts and PNe. However there
is a small number of WR stars which exhibit similar colour
indices with the D- and D′-type SySts.
In the inset plot, we display for clarity only the four
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2016)
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Figure 3. The 2MASS/AllWISE W3–W4 vs. J–H DCCD for different classes of objects as well as for the four type of SySts presented
in the inset plot. The black arrow corresponds to 4 mag extinction in the V band. The dashed box in the inset plot indicates the vertical
branched region of SySts discussed in the text. The W3 and W4 magnitudes of the majority of CVs correspond to upper limit values.
types of SySts. There is a clear separation between the S and
D types which agrees with the regions defined by Corradi et
al. (2008) and Rodriguez-Flores et al. (2014). D′-type SySts
are found to be highly dispersed in this DCCD without oc-
cupying any specific region with the J–H and H–Ks colour
indices range from 0 to 1.75. The new S+IR-type SySts (see
definition in Paper I) are found to lie in the same region as
the S-type. This is not surprising since the only difference
between the S- and S+IR-types is, by definition, an infrared
excess at longer wavelengths (11.6 and 22.1 µm), which ex-
plains why they have not been recovered before.
The J–Ks vs. Y–J DCCD has also been reported for
distinguishing SySts from PNe (Miszalski et al. 2011). D-
type lie in different region from S-type based on the J–Ks
colour index (S-type:≤2.20; D-type:≥2.20) equivalently to
the J–H colour index.
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2016)
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Figure 4. The 2MASS/AllWISE J–W1 vs. Ks–W3 DCCD for different classes of objects as well as for the four type of SySts presented
in the inset plot. The black arrow corresponds to 4 mag extinction in the V band. The W3 magnitude of the majority of CVs corresponds
to upper limit values.
Besides the common J–H vs. H–Ks DCCD, we explored
all the possible DCCDs using all the different combinations
between 2MASS and AllWISE data. We present, here, the
most representatives DCCDs that provide a good separa-
tion among the different classes of objects: H–W2 vs. J–H
(Fig. 2),W3–W4 vs. J–H (Fig. 3), J–W1 vs. Ks–W3 (Fig. 4),
J–H vs. W1–W4 (Fig. 5) and W3–W4 vs. Ks–W3 (Fig. 6).
The H–W2 vs. J–H DCCD (Fig. 2) provides a better
separation among the different type of objects than the pre-
vious one. Mira and WTT stars, which are well mixed with
the S-type SySts in the previous DCCD, are found to be red-
der in theH–W2 colour index compared to the bulk of S-type
and bluer compared to the D and D′-ype SySts. PNe, post-
AGB, YSO, D- and D′-type SySts have the same range of
H–W2 colour index (from 2 to 7) but different J–H colour in-
dex – PNe are bluer and occupy the upper-left part, YSO are
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2016)
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Figure 5. The 2MASS/AllWISE J–H vs. W1–W4 DCCD for different classes of objects as well as for the four type of SySts presented in
the inset plot. The black arrow corresponds to 4 mag extinction in the V band. The W4 magnitude of the majority of CVs corresponds
to upper limit values.
redder occupying the upper-right corner, while post-AGB,
D and D′-type SySts are well mixed and occupy the region
between PNe and YSO. Previous studies have shown that
D′-type SySts have SEDs that resemble those of post-AGB
stars. Be, WR, CV and M/K giants are located in the lower-
left corner of the DCCD.
Miszalski et al. (2011) argue that J –[4.5] colour index
is ideal for separating PNe and H ii regions from SySts with
the former having J – [4.5]<4 and the latter >5 (see Fig.
7 in Miszalski et al. 2011). At least for the Galactic SySts,
we find that the J – W2 colour index (not presented here,
or equivalently J – [4.5]) alone is not a good indicator for
identify SySts as a significant number of PNe also exhibit J
– [4.5]>5. Reid (2014) also find the same result for PNe in
the LMC.
The W3–W4 vs. J–H DCCD (Fig. 3) provides a good
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2016)
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Figure 6. The 2MASS/AllWISE W3–W4 vs. Ks–W3 DCCD for different classes of objects as well as for the four type of SySts presented
in the inset plot. The black arrow corresponds to 4 mag extinction in the V band. The dashed box in the inset plot indicates the vertical
branched region of SySts discussed in the text. The W3 and W4 magnitudes of the majority of CVs correspond to upper limit values.
separation of SySts from other types of objects. In particu-
lar, D-type SySts are found to be located in the bottom-right
corner of the DCCD while PNe/post-AGB stars are found
in the upper-left corner and YSO in the centre of the plot. S-
type are also well separated from sources like WTT, ClTT,
K and M giant, Be and CV but not from Mira stars.
From this DCCD, we conclude that W3–W4 colour in-
dex is a good indicator for SySts with the vast majority of
them displaying 0<W3–W4<1.5. Although, there is a small
number of SySts with values between 1.5 and 4 (dashed-line
box). These objects deserve a further study in order to reveal
their true nature and understand why they display higher
W3–W4 colour index while the J–H is nearly constant (see
also Fig. 6). The possibility of unreliable W3 and W4 photo-
metric magnitudes cannot be ruled out given that one SySt
has photometric errors higher than 0.1 dex (UKS Ce-1).
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The J–W1 vs. Ks–W3 DCCD (Fig. 4) also separates
the different classes of objects as well as the four types of
SySts. In particular, the majority of S+IR-type SySts are
found to occupy a specific region between the S- and D-
types. This may suggest that the S+IR-type are a transi-
tion type between the S- and D-type SySts. The intriguing
D′-type SySts have lower J–W1 and higher Ks–W3 colour
indices compared to D-types but similar to those of post-
AGB and PNe. Again, D-type SySts and YSO are found to
occupy the same regime. Moreover, Mira stars and D-types
seem to form a continuous branch in which D-type are red-
der in both colours than single Mira stars due to the dusty
shells around the binary systems in SySts. This agrees with
the hypothesis that Mira stars in SySts have higher mass-
loss rate compared to normal Mira stars (Gromadzki et al.
2009). S-type SySts (bluer in Ks–W3) are found to be well
separated from Mira stars (redder in Ks–W3) in this DCCD.
In the following DCCD (J–H vs. W1–W4, Fig. 5) S-,
S+IR-types and Mira are located in a region with J–H∼1
and 0<W1–W4<4. D-type, on the other hand, are clearly
distinguished from all other objects having J–H>1.25 and
3<W1–W4<6. The common mimics of D-type SySts, PNe
and post-AGB, are located in the bottom-right corner of the
DCCD. D′-type SySts have colour indices similar to those
of PNe and post-AGB and occupy the same region. The sys-
tematically low W1–W4 colour index of D-type is attributed
to a weaker emission in the 22µm relative to D′-type, PNe
and post-AGB stars.
The last DCCD, W3–W4 vs. Ks–W3, (Fig. 6), provides
the best separation among the four types of SySts covering
different values ranging Ks–W3. In particular, S-, S+IR-, D-
and D′-type SySts exhibit Ks–W3<2, 2<Ks–W3<3, 3<Ks–
W3<6 and Ks–W3>6, respectively. Ks–W3 index is, thus,
a good indicator for an infrared excess or the presence of a
dusty shell. Regarding the other classes of objects, D-type
SySts are very well separated from all the dusty sources like
PNe, post-AGB, YSO and AeBe with very little contamina-
tion. D′-type are still hard to be separated from post-AGB
and PNe.
S-types are well distinguished from WR and Mira stars
which are found to be redder in the Ks–W3 colour index by
approximately 1 dex. However, S-type are strongly contam-
inated with Be, WTT and K/M giants. The vertical branch
of S- and S+IR-type SySts becomes apparent in this DCCD
similar to Figure 6 (bashed box in the inset plot). SySts in
that region display W3–W4>2.0 occupying the same locus
with CVs. From Figure 6, one can see thatW3–W4 increases
with the increase of Ks–W3 (e.g. blue square symbols for
D′-type SySts). We conclude that SySts with W3–W4>2.0
in the vertical branch of Figure 6 are likely more dusty or
the photometric data are uncertain. We argue that a more
careful study of these specific S- and S+IR-type SySts is nec-
essary. It is also worth mentioning that this DCCD is equiv-
alent to the IRAS K-[12] vs. [12]-[25] DCCD from Luud &
Tuvikene (1987) who argued that it can identify the S-, D-
and D′-type SySts.
By cross-matching the WISE and Kepler-Isaac New-
ton Telescope Survey (KIS, Greiss et al.2012) catalogues,
Scaringi et al. (2013) demonstrate that CVs occupy a specific
region in the W1–W2 vs W2–W3 and W1–W2 vs W3–W4
DCCDs well separated from quasi-stellar objects (QSOs).
Despite the low number of CVs, it seems that they ex-
hibit W2–W3>1 and W3–W4>2.75. Our W3–W4 vs. Ks–
W3 DCCD also provides the same result with the CVs lying
in the region of 2.5<W3–W4<4. But, most of the CVs have
only upper limit W3 and W4 magnitudes which make their
position quite uncertain.
We also conclude that CVs, S- and S+IR SySts have
W1–W2 colour index between 0 and 0.4 in agreement with
Debes et al. (2011). In particular, CVs have an average W1–
W2 colour index equal to 0.16 with a standard deviation of
0.24, S-type have an average value of 0.02 (SD=0.16) and
S+IR-type have an average value of 0.37 (SD=0.32). Given
that CVs, S- and S+IR SySts are composed of a white dwarf
(WD), their W1–W2 values are consistent with Debes et al.
(2011) for single white dwarfs. Regarding D-, D′-type SySts
and PNe, which are also composed of a WD, we find system-
atically higher W1–W2 colour index of 1.12 (SD=0.43), 1.16
(SD=0.45) and 0.91 (SD=0.46), respectively. Dust emission
in these specific classes of objects is strong enough to over-
whelm the emission from the WDs resulting in higher colour
index compared to the stellar SySts and CVs.
Overall, these new 2MASS/AllWISE DCCDs provide
essential information for studying SySts as well as distin-
guish them from other stellar objects. J–H vs. H–Ks , H–W2
vs. J–H and J–W1 vs. Ks–W3 DCCDs provide a good sep-
aration among SySts, PNe, YSO and post-AGB stars. The
last two DCCDs also separate S-type SySts from Mira stars.
The W3–W4 vs. J–H and J–H vs. W1–W4 DCCDs can dis-
tinguish SySts from mimics like CVs, WR, WTT, ClTT star,
Be stars and single K and M giants.
The Ks–W3 vs. W1–W4 DCCD has been proposed to
separate very well SySts from PNe and ClTT stars, but only
once sources like Mira, CVs, Be stars have already been dis-
carded from the samples based on their H α emission i.e. r–i
vs. r–H α IPHAS DCCD (Corradi private communication).
It should be noted that none of the previous DCCDs
provide an adequate separation between the D′-type SySts
and PNe occupying the same regions on these IR DCCDs.
On the other hand, D-types are better distinguished (e.g.
J–H vs. H–Ks or J–H vs. W1–W4).
This difference between the D′- and D-type SySts is
likely associated with the progenitor of the circumstellar
nebula around these systems: (i) the hot WD companion
when entered in the AGB phase (D′-type) or (ii) the cold
giant companion (D-type) (Schwarz & Corradi 1992; Mu-
nari & Patat 1993; Pereira, Smith, Cunha 2005). According
to the first scenario, a D′-type SySt can also be consider
as a genuine PNe since the circumstellar envelope has been
expelled by the same star than ionizes it, while the second
scenario implies that the circumstellar evelope, ionized by
the WD, is the material lost by the cold giant and trans-
ferred to the WD. Therefore, there may exist objects with a
dual nature, classified either as SySts or PNe with a binary
central system.
3 CLASSIFICATION TREES
DCCDs are widely used to distinguish different classes of ob-
jects as well as to find new candidates. However, in order to
perform a more quantitative analysis and derive the criteria
that can easily be used, the machine learning algorithm of
classification tree is used (Moret 1982, Buntine 1993).
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Figure 7. Classification tree plot using as training sample the groups of all known Galactic SySts and the mimics. Each column represents
the population of the sources (normalised to one) that satisfy the colour criteria and the total numbers of these objects is given at the
top of each column. The sum of the population in each column or criterion corresponds to the total population of the training sample.
The colour criteria are given inside the ellipses. The dark and light blue colours correspond to the sample of the mimics and SySts,
respectively.
In astrophysics, the classification tree method has been
applied to set of observable parameters in order to derive the
criteria that provide the lowest contaminated groups (e.g.
da Silva, Milone & Rocha-Pinto 2015). For this analysis,
the evtree function (Grubinger, Zeileis & Pfeiffer 2011) in R
software R was used with a set of 10 representative colour
indices (J–H, H–Ks, Ks–W1, W1–W2, W2–W3, W3–W4,
W1–W4, J–W1, H–W2 and Ks–W3).
As a training sample for our classification tree model,
we used all possible sources that mimics SySts in the optical
regime i.e. H α emitters, as the criteria to identify SySts are
based on information in the optical wavelengths (see Kenyon
1986; Mikolajewska, Acker, Stenholm 1997; Belczynski et al.
2000). There are several classes of objects that show H α
emission like SySts, but we selected only the bright ones
such as PNe, WR, Mira, CVs, YSO, ClTT, WTT, AeBe
and Be sources (see also Witham et al. 2006, Corradi et al.
2008) which satisfy the IPHAS criterion ((r-H α)≥ 0.25×(r-
i)+0.65, Corradi et al. 2008) and it is applied to the IPHAS
and VPHAS+ catalogues to get the final samples (see Sec-
tion 5).
Late K or M dwarf stars as well as main sequence stars
and red giant stars also show H α emission. However, it is
generally very weak and all these sources can be easily dis-
tinguished from SySts (see Corradi et al. 2008). Supergiants
are also H α emitters but according to their synthetic r-H α
and r-i colour indices (Drew et al. 2005), they occupy a to-
tally different in the IPHAS diagnostic diagram. Therefore,
we decided not to include them in our training sample, since
the IPHAS criterion will automatically excluded them from
our validate samples.
We also excluded H II regions and QSOs, two known
H α emitters for two reasons: (i) our analysis is focused on
the Milky way and H II regions can be easily distinguished
from compact SySts by looking at the observed images and
(ii) the prior star/galaxy separation in photometric surveys
minimises the contamination from QSOs. We should note
here that in extragalactic surveys of SySts, the contamina-
tion of H II regions (or diffuse ionized gas, Mikolajewska et
al. 2017) is significant and it has to be taken into consider-
ation.
The main goal of this work is to reveal the hidden
SySts population in H α photometric surveys like IPHAS,
VPHAS+, the Javalambre Physics of the Accelerating Uni-
verse Astrophysical Survey (J-PAS, Benitez et al. 2014), the
Javalambre Photometric Local Universe Survey (J-PLUS,
Cenarro et al. 2018, submitted) and the Southern Photo-
metric Local Universe Survey (S-PLUS, Mendes de Oliveira
et al. submitted), among others, taking into considerations,
apart from the H α excess, the 2MASS and AllWISE data.
Table 1 lists the most common mimics of SySts that
may occupy the same area in the (r-H α) vs (r-i) DCCD
(Corradi et al. 2008) as well as their sample sizes and the
references. All the mimics have sample sizes approximately
equal to the population of known Galactic SySts with no
upper limit values (220). As we are interested in searching
for the criteria that separate better SySts from all the mim-
ics in Table 1, we merged their samples into one sample,
namely ”Mimics”. This yields to a training sample of 220
SySts and 1871 mimics or in other words imbalanced train-
ing samples. This is a well known problem in data mining
(e.g. He & Garcia 2009). Given that our goal is to identify
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the minority class (SySts), it may impose a bias to the re-
sulting model toward to the majority class. A few methods
have been developed to overcome the imbalanced learning
problem such as oversampling, undersampling or synthetic
sampling among others (e.g. Weiss & Provost 2003; He &
Garcia 2009; Longadge, Dongre, Malik 2013 and references
therein).
In our case, the between-class imbalance of our training
sample is of the order of 8.5:1, which is not such high but at
the same time enough to be considered as imbalanced. If a
training sample that represents the real population of SySts
and mimics in the Milky Way is constructed, it may result
in a significantly higher between-class imbalance and pre-
sumably to a poorer classification model biased towards the
mimics. In addition to that, the true Galactic population of
SySts (between 2000 and 400000) as well as of mimics are not
very accurate and may provide less representative and more
problematic training samples. It has been demonstrated that
training samples with small sizes can also provide good clas-
sification models as training samples with bigger sizes (Weiss
& Provost 2003).
By keeping constant the sample size of mimics and ran-
domly reducing the sample size of SySts to 50, 100 and 150,
or in other words increasing the between-class imbalance to
38:1, 19:1 and 13:1, respectively, we found that the colour
criteria change no more than 8-9 per cent relative to the val-
ues in Figure 7. The lower the size of SySts the high the dif-
ference. For instance, the low prevalence of S+IR-type SySts
in the training samples results in lower W1–W2 colour. This
is a characteristic example of training samples that suffer
from lack of information (Visa & Ralescu 2005). Recall that
we are interested in the minority class of SySts, their whole
sample size of 220 sources provides all the available infor-
mation of this class of objects.
By replicating the sample of SySts a few times (over-
sampling method), the distribution of SySts in various colour
indices becomes significantly different compared to the dis-
tribution of mimics. For instance, the numbers of D-types
and D′-type substantially increase relative to the num-
ber of dusty mimics like YSO and PNe. Equivalently, if
we randomly reduce the number of mimics (undersampling
method), we may get significantly less Miras, WTT or ClTT
star relative to S-type SySts. Because of the small number of
known SySts, these two methods of re-sampling the training
samples are not ideal.
Despite our models are eventually trained using imbal-
anced samples, the construction of the training samples with
equal populations for all classes of mimics and SySts assures
that they are unbiased towards any of these sources.
Classification tree was also applied to several training
samples with three different classes of objects each in order
to derive those colour criteria that identify SySts among
various classes of objects. A training sample with the four
types of SySts (S-type/S+IR-type/D-type/D′-type) was also
used to train our model in order to seek for the colour criteria
that can separate these four types.
Figure 7 displays the classification tree plot using as a
training sample the group of all the known Galactic SySts
(light blue) and mimics (dark blue). The majority of SySts
can be distinguished from their mimics using the J–H, Ks–
W3,W1–W2 andW1–W4 colour indices. Almost 50 per cent
of the population of mimics (1011 sources) exhibit J–H<0.78
while SySts appear to have J–H>0.78. This first group con-
tains mainly Be, CV, PNe WR, and WTT as well as a small
number of S-type SySts with J–H<0.78 (10 sources). The
second criterion Ks–W3<1.18 separates SySts from the re-
maining mimics. However, there is a number of SySts (62
sources) that exhibit Ks–W3>1.18 and they are misclassi-
fied. These SySts are mainly the dusty ones like S+IR-, D-
or D′-type. From the DCCDs above, we have shown that the
dusty SySts are well mixed with YSO, PNe, and AeBe stars
and they are very hard to be distinguished. The third and
forth criteria give us all the remaining S-type SySts. In par-
ticular, 137 S-type SySts or 83 per cent satisfy the criterion
W1–W2<0.092 with 10 per cent contamination2, whereas 15
S-type pass the fourth criterion W1–W4<0.917 with 15 per
cent contamination. In total, these two criterion give us 93
per cent of the S-type SySts and they are mainly contami-
nated with K/M giants, WTT and Mira stars. Overall, we
argue that these four colour criteria can be used to distin-
guish and identify S-type SySts with an accuracy up to 90
per cent.
In order to find the right colour criteria that distinguish
the dusty SySts (S+IR, D and D′), we used as a training
sample the subgroup of the dusty SySts and the sample
of mimics (Figure 8). Two criteria H–W2>3.806 and W1–
W4<4.715 are found to provide the best combination for
identifying dusty SySts. However, these colour criteria are
not as good as the previous ones of S-type for two reasons:
(i) only 25 SySts or 45 per cent satisfy both criteria and (ii)
the high contamination of 25 per cent with other classes of
objects. Examining all the dusty SySts one by one, we con-
clude that the criteria works only for the D-type SySts. The
S+IR have H–W2<3.806 and the D′-typeW1–W4>4.715 be-
ing misclassified (see also Fig. A6).
The overall accuracy of the algorithm was verified by
randomly selected 80% of the Galactic SySts sample as train-
ing set and 20% as testing set and repeated it for a few times.
We find an accuracy range from 71% to 77% while the val-
ues of the criteria vary from 5 to 8%. The low accuracy of
our model is attributed to the dusty SySts which cannot
be distinguished from other dusty sources (e.g. PNe, YSO).
Hence, we repeated the same procedure but this time the
testing set was generated by randomly selected 20% from
the S-type SySts. In this case, the accuracy of the method
becomes higher from 82% to 88%. Moreover, the false iden-
tifications were found to be around 1% for the mimics and
13% for the S-type SySts.
Figure 9 displays the classification tree plot for the four
types of SySts (S, S+IR, D and D′). The Ks–W3 is the prin-
cipal criterion that distinguishes the stellar from the dusty
SySts. The left branch includes those SySts that are bluer
in the Ks–W3 (<1.93) and they are divided into two sub-
groups: the S-type with W3–W4<1.46 (163 sources or 99 per
cent) suffering of only 0.5 percent contamination from S+IR
and the S+IR-type with W3–W4>1.46 (5 sources or only
22 per cent) suffering of 29 per cent contamination from S-
type. The right branch (Ks–W3>1.93) contains mainly all
the dusty SySts. The S+IR-type have H–W2<2.72 with 11
per cent contamination (one S-type and one D-type) whereas
2 the contamination levels are given relative to the total number
of objects that satisfy a specific criterion
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Figure 8. Classification tree plot using as training sample the groups of all dusty (S+IR, D and D′) known Galactic SySts and all the
mimics.The dark and light red colours correspond to the sample of the mimics and dusty SySts, respectively.
the more dusty SySts (D and D′) have H–W2>2.72 (i.e.
strong infrared excess) and they are further separated by
the W3–W4 colour (D-type: W3–W4<1.52 (97 per cent);
D′-type: W3–W4>1.52 (86 per cent)).
Evidently, the H–W2 and W3–W4 indices are strong
indicatives for the presence of a dusty shell in SySts and
likely in any other dusty sources (see Fig. 8). Moreover, if
we take the S+IR-type SySts out from this analysis as well
as the H–W2 colour index criterion, the classification tree
yields as the best indicators the Ks–W3 and W3–W4 colour
indices. This is the result in which Luud & Tuvikene (1987)
concluded using the IRAS colours – K-[12] and [12]-[25] –
which are equivalent to our colour criteria.
Figure 10 illustrates a 3D colour plot among the most
relevant colour indices according to the results from the clas-
sification tree algorithm. The four SySt types can be better
illustrated in this 3D colour diagram than the previous 2D
DCCD. S+IR-type SySts are vividly occuping a different re-
gion between the S- and D-type SySts, whereas two distinct
locus are also defined for the D- and D′-types SySts.
We then used the following training samples with dif-
ferent classes of source in order to find those criteria
that distinguish SySts from specific classes of sources: (i)
SySts/PNe/Be, (ii) SySts/CV/Mira, (iii) SySts/CV/YSO,
(iv) SySts/WR/post-AGB, (v) SySts/K-giants/M-giants,
(vi) SySts/WTT/ClTT, (vii) SySts/Be/AeBe. The first
training sample includes SySts, PNe and Be (see Fig. A1),
two of the most common mimic of SySts due to the emission
of several common lines. The first W1–W4 colour index cri-
terion discriminates SySts and Be stars from PNe. Almost
all PNe (166 sources or 88 per cent) satisfy the criterion
W1–W4>7.285 while they suffer by a 3 per cent contamina-
tion from Be and SySts. Interestingly, all SySts are D′-type,
a further proof that D′-type SySts do resemble PNe. It is
worth mentioning that except one D′-type SySt (K 5-33)
none of them emit the Ovi λ6830 Raman-scattered line,
which is a strong indicator of the symbiotic activity (Pa-
per I). Therefore, an additional confirmation of this line in
K 5-33 is necessary due to the low signal-to-noise ratio of
its detection (Miszalski, Mikolajewska & Udalski 2013). Be
stars and SySts exhibit lower infrared excess W1–W4<7.285
compared to PNe. 98 per cent of Be stars show J–H<0.541.
On the other hand, 96 per cent of the known Galactic SySts
show J–H>0.541 and W3–W4<2.56 suffering of only 3 per
cent contamination. Finally, those nine sources (seven PNe,
two SySts and one Be star) with W3–W4>2.56 deserve fur-
ther study in order to explore possible link among them.
Figure A2 shows the classification tree plot between
SySts, CV and Mira stars. At this point, we have to clarify
that only a set of 6 colour indices were used in our classi-
fication tree model. Due to the upper limit magnitudes of
CVs in W3 and W4, we did not use the colours W2–W3,
W3–W4, W1–W4 and Ks–W3). SySts are separated into
two groups depending on the W1–W2 colour index. SySts
with W1–W2<0.151 are classified as S-type and they are
systematically redder in the J–H colour than CVs. On the
other side, the dusty SySts exhibit W1–W2>0.151 but they
are the minority compared with Mira stars and CVs which
show clearly different J–H colours (CVs: J–H<0.684, Mira:
J–H>0.684)).
The next training sample contains SySts, CV and YSO
(Figure A3). In this case, CVs are easily separated from
SySts and YSO based on the criterion J–H<0.663 and the
upper limit magnitudes in W3 and W4 do not affect our
model. SySts and YSO exhibit both J–H>0.663 and they
are distinguished based on the Ks–W3 colour. SySts with
Ks-W3<1.344 correspond to S-type whereas those with W3–
W4>1.344 correspond to the dusty SySts and are mixed with
YSO.
SySts, post-AGB and WR stars can also be sepa-
rated very well using the J–H and W1–W4 colour indices
(Fig. A4). The vast majority of post-AGB stars show W1–
W4>4.735 and they are contaminated by only few WR
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Figure 9. Classification tree plot using as the training sample the four types of SySts.
and SySts. SySts (92 per cent) are found to exhibit W1–
W4<4.735 and J–H>0.774 while WR stars have J–H<0.774
In Figure A5, we present the classification tree plot for
the training sample among SySts and M/K giants. Given
that S-type SySts have a M or K giant companion, it is co-
herent to explore the colour indices that discriminate SySts
from single M/K giants. Almost all SySts (95 per cent) have
H–W2>0.206 and Ks–W3>0.27 with a very small contami-
nation mostly from M giants and few K giants (3 per cent),
which should be further investigated. Approximately 50 per
cent of M giants show the same H–W2 colour with SySts but
are bluer in the Ks–W3 colour index (<0.27). Regarding the
K giants, the majority of them shows H–W2 colour index
<0.206 and they are separated from M giants based on the
W2–W3 colour index. A similar work using the i, Y or Z
bands may be very useful for discriminating SySts and red
giants.
The resultant classification tree plot among the SySts,
WTT and ClTT is displayed in Figure A6. Almost all SySts
have W3–W4<1.483 and J–H>0.78 and they suffer of only 5
per cent contamination. Half of WTT stars are found to be
bluer in the J–H colour index (<0.78) compared to SySts.
The remaining of WTT have W3–W4>1.483 and they are
mixed with ClTT and few SySts. The W1–W2 colour index
separates further the WTT and the ClTT stars with the
former being bluer and the latter redder.
AeBe stars also emit strong Balmer lines and mimic
SySts in the optical regime. It is thus consistent to train our
model with a training sample among SySts, Be and AeBe
stars (Figure A7). The W1–W4 colour index is the first cri-
terion that strongly discriminated SySts and Be stars from
AeBe stars. SySts and Be are found to be bluer in the W1–
W4 colour (<3.949) compared to the AeBe stars (>3.949).
SySts and Be stars are further separated based on the J–H
colour index (Be<0.63, SySts>0.63). The contamination of
these two groups is small of the order of 5.9 and 1.7 per-
cent, respectively. On the other hand, AeBe stars exhibit
W1–W2>0.03 with a very small contamination of SySts and
Be.
Overall, we conclude that primarily J–H, W1–W4 and
Ks–W3 and secondarily H–W2, W1–W2 and W3–W4 colour
indices provide the best combinations of colours for distin-
guishing SySts from their mimics. Classification tree is evi-
dently a powerful statistical tool to separate/classify differ-
ent classes of objects, especially the current epoch with so
many ongoing and upcoming photometric surveys.
In this work, we have used only 2MASS and WISE pho-
tometry, but the classification may be even expand to other
wavelengths ranges as well.
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Figure 10. 3D Colour diagram of the four types of SySts. The
colour indices have been obtained from the classification tree al-
gorithm.
4 LINEAR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS AND
K-NEAREST NEIGHBOUR METHOD
4.1 LDA
For a more robust identification/discrimination of SySts, we
also explore the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) method
or the Fisher discrimination analysis (Fisher 1936, Rao
1948). The main idea of this technique is to find the discrim-
inant components, the linear correlation of a set of observed
variables (such as the 2MASS andWISE photometry), which
better distinguish two known groups of object (e.g. da
Silva, Milone & Rocha-Pinto 2015). For this analysis the
lda and predict functions in R software were used R as well
as the training samples SySts/PNe/Be, SySts/CV/Mira,
SySts/CV/YSO, SySts/WR/post-AGB, SySts/K-giants/M-
giants, SySts/WTT/ClTT and SySts/Be/AeBe. The LDA
algorithm is not applied to the training sample of SySts and
mimics because of their imbalanced samples which would re-
sult to a poor classification. LDA is more depended on the
sample sizes of training samples than classification tree.
First of all, we applied the LDA method to the training
sample of the different types of SySts in order to examine
how the different type of SySts are separated. The result-
ing discriminant components LD1 and LD2 that provide the
best separation of the four type of SySts are given below.
LD1 = 1.947 + 0.314J − 0.663H − 1.426K (1)
−0.373W1 + 1.385W2 + 0.100W3 + 0.742W4
LD2 = −1.236 + 1.187J + 1.967H − 4.022K (2)
+1.235W1 − 1.417W2 − 0.033W3 + 1.081W4
Figure 11 displays the coefficient spectrum plot of the
discriminant components. In all the plots of Table B1, the
red colour corresponds to the first discriminant component
(LD1) and the blue to the second component (LD2)3. More-
over, the so-called “proportion of trace” or discriminability
of each component – the proportion of each component that
explains the between-groups variance in a given data set – is
given in percentage for each component. For the case of the
four types of SySts, the discriminability is found 0.84 and
0.14 per cent for the to components, respectively.
4.2 KNN
In addition to the LDA algorithm, we also apply the K-
nearest neighbour (KNN) method on the LDA components
in order to explore the locus of each type of SySts or among
the different class of sources in the training samples.
To perform this analysis, as describe below, we used
the following external R packages: class to apply the KNN
method, dplyr for data manipulation and ggplot2 for graph-
ical purpose. First, we randomly mixed our sample of 220
known Galactic SySts (with available 2MASS and AllWISE
data) and selected 80% of them as training set and 20% as
testing set. Secondly, the LD1 and LD2 entries were normal-
ized (equations in Appendix B) in order to avoid different
weights between the parameters. Then, we performed the
KNN calculation in the training sample and used the testing
sample to verify the accuracy of the results. This procedure
was repeated a few times to examine how the accuracy would
change when different random training/testing sample are
chosen. Assuming the accuracy increases with the growth of
the sample, we applied the KNN technique one last time,
but now to the whole sample of 220 Galactic SySts. We find
that the accuracy is in the range between 85 and 96 per cent.
In Figure 12, we present the normalised LD1 versus LD2
plot and the results obtained from the KNN analysis. The
dots with a black contour represent the observed data and
the background dots (with no contours) identify the regions
expected for each one of the SySts types to occur. The size
of the background dots is proportional to the probability of
a given source of belonging to that class. We notice some
clear overfitting in a few regions of the border between the
different types (e.g. isolated, tiny background red dots ap-
pear around x = 0.4, y = 0.4). This occur in regions where
probabilities are anyway low, and are similar for two or more
types. Thus, the classification of an unknown source is un-
certain on those areas. In conclusion, one should always have
the probabilities in mind when studying this plot.
It is important to clarify that for the LDA and KNN
analysis we conclude that the ”a priori” classification of each
3 For the cases in which CVs are used theW3 andW4magnitudes
were not used due to the upper limit values of CVs in these two
bands.
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Figure 11. Coefficient spectrum plot among the four types of
SySts. The ”proportion of trace” or discriminability of each com-
ponent is given in percentage (see text for more details). The
third linear discriminant component is not presented since pro-
vides only 1% of discriminability. The “0” parameter corresponds
to the zero point of the linear discriminant components due to
the scaling so that the variables have mean value zero.
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Figure 12. Plot of normalised LDA components overlaid the
four regions defined by the KNN algorithm of each SySt type
(LDA/KNN plot). Different colour corresponds to different type
of SySts. The size of the background circles corresponds to the
probability of being classified as a specific type.
Galactic SySt (taken from Paper I) is correct except from
some cases. These classifications were used as input in the
LDA and KNN calculations. The outliers that one can iden-
tify in Figure 12 do not imply that they are wrongly classified
before, as we do expect that some mixture naturally exists
between the different type clusters. Thus, as stated above, a
random position in the S+IR region (magenta colour) of the
plot can still has a non-zero probability to shelter D-type
(green) sources for example. In conclusion, the KNN result
should not be used to reclassify the objects originally used
to calculate the KNN (however, it would be interesting to
further investigate the nature of such outliers).
Figure 12 can be used to help classifying any newly ob-
served source. To transform any set of 2MASS and AllWISE
magnitudes into the coordinates of the figure, one should ap-
ply the relations:
NormalizedLD1 =
(LD1 + 10.20)
13.21
(3)
NormalizedLD2 =
(LD2 + 8.12)
13.44
, (4)
where LD1 and LD2 are given by the equations 1 and
2.
The advantage of applying KNN to the LDA compo-
nents is that the locus for each type of SySts, or different
class of objects can be defined with a more robust technique
whereas the probabilities of being a specific type of objects
are also determined.
4.3 Characterising SySts with LDA and KNN
We then applied the LDA and KNN methods to the train-
ing samples of different classes of objects – also applied to
the classification tree – in order to find those models that
provide the best discrimination. For several training sam-
ples, we find an LDA model that separates SySts from other
stellar objects very well. The coefficients of the first (LD1)
and the second (LD2) discriminant components as well as
the LDA/KNN plots of the normalised LDA components
are given in Table B1.
The LDA method provides a very important framework
for discriminating objects. For most of the training samples
examined in this work, SySts are found to fill a clearly distin-
guished locus. However, the discrimination is not the best for
the case of the SySts/Mira/CV and SySts/CV/YSO train-
ing samples due to the limitation of not using the W3 and
W4 magnitudes.
5 APPLICATION TO REAL DATA
Having already developed the classification criteria, the next
logical step is to look for new candidate SySts in publicly
available catalogues. Our classification tree criteria derived
from the training sample of SySts and mimics were applied
to the list of candidate SySts (Paper I, Belczyn´ski et al.
2000), to the IPHAS list of candidate SySts (Corradi et al.
2008) and finally to the second data release of the VPHAS+
catalogue (Drew et al. 2014) in order to search for a hidden
SySts population.
We found 13 strong candidate SySts in the list of can-
didates from Paper I, 9 new candidates in the IPHAS list
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of candidates SySts (2 S-type and 7 D-type), and 63 new
candidates (34 S-type and 29 D-type) in the DR2 VPHAS+
catalogue (Table ??). The classification tree criteria were ap-
plied directly to the first two list of candidates whereas for
the VPHAS+ catalogue, we should first apply the IPHAS
H α excess criterion in order to get only the sample of strong
H α-emitters (Corradi et al. 2008, Rodr´ıguez-Flores et al.
2014). Additional criteria regarding the quality of the mea-
surements (photometric errors) were also applied. In partic-
ular, we accepted as candidates only the sources with errors
in the H α, r and i bands less than 0.1 (or signal to noise
higher than 10) for both catalogues, IPHAS and VPHAS+.
Moreover, we restricted the selection of the candidates based
on their error in the 2MASS (less than 0.2) and AllWISE
data (less than 0.3). The AllWISE images of the candidates
were also visually inspected to ensure that a compact source
is present in all the bands.
The particular case of W16-294 in the list of candidates
SySts (Paper I), a sources with strong H α and He ii lines as
well as a red continuum spectrum of a K giant star (Mikola-
jewska, Acker & Stenholm 1997), satisfies all the classifica-
tion tree criteria. We thus argue that it is a genuine SySts.
Certainly, there are several known, spectroscopically
confirmed, SySts in the IPHAS candidate list and the
VPHAS+ cataloque (column nine in Table ??). In partic-
ularly, there are 10 known SySts in the IPHAS list and all
of them were recovered (100 per cent success). By cross-
matching the whole DR2 IPHAS catalogue with the list of
known SySts (Paper I), we found that there are in total 27
known SySts. Many of them are not included in the IPHAS
list of candidates because of no available r, i, and/or H α
magnitudes. According to our classification criteria, only 18
out of 27 SySts or 66 per cent are recovered. But, 6 of them
are classified as S+IR, D and D′-type and it is well known
that they are not recovered with the current colour crite-
ria (see §3, Fig. 7). This signifies that the current criteria
recover 18 out of 21 known S-types SySts or 86% success.
As for the DR2 VPHAS+ catalogue, there are 40 known
SySts and 27 of them are classified as S-type and 13 as S+IR,
D and D′-type. We recovered 23 out of 27 known S-type or
85 per cent. Note that only 13 are presented in Table ??. The
rest of them do not pass the IPHAS criterion (not available
r, i and H α magnitudes). The four missing S-type SySts
that do not satisfy the classification criteria are: (i) SS73 17:
J–H=0.67 with a photometric H error of 0.21 mag , (ii)
Hen 3-1410: Ks–W3=1.29, (iii) K 6-6: Ks–W3=2.29 and (iv)
AS 289: W1–W4=1.05. In conclusion, three of them could
be recovered but they show slightly different colour indices
while K 6-6 exhibits strong Ks–W3 excess indicative of an
S+IR-type SySt.
Recall that the classification criteria derived from the
SySts and mimics training samples do not recover the dusty
ones (S+IR, D and D′-type, Fig. 7). Therefore, we also ap-
plied the classification criteria derived from the training
samples of dusty SySts and mimics (Figure 8). These cri-
teria revealed three more candidate SySts in the list of can-
didates, seven in the IPHAS list of candidates and 29 in the
DR2 VPHAS+ catalogue. Regarding the known SySts in
the IPHAS and VPHAS+ catalogues, there are 14 D-type,
6 S+IR-type and 1 D′-type SySts. 93 per cent of the D-type
are recovered but none of the S+IR or D′-type since all S+IR
have H–W2<3.806 and all D′type have W1–W4>4.715.
In order to verify the feasibility of our method, we also
examined whether the non-SySt sources (spectroscopically
classified) in Rodr´ıguez-Flores et al. (2014) satisfy our cri-
teria. After analysing all of the 13 sources, we found out
that only one of them (IPHASJ201550.96+373004.2) satis-
fies all the criteria of being SySts. This candidate emerged
from the dusty SySts/mimics model which suffers by a 25
per cent of contamination (see § 3). All the 13 sources were
later observed and none of them was found to be a SySt. The
IPHASJ201550.96+373004.2 candidate that satisfies out cri-
teria was classified as a Be star or YSO (Rodr´ıguez-Flores
et al. 2014). This is a strong proof that our classification cri-
teria works very well, and it can indicate very likely SySts
candidates or reject sources from follow-up observations.
Corradi et al. (2010) have also obtained spec-
troscopic data of two sources in our list of can-
didate SySts (IPHASJ194907.23+211742.0 and
IPHASJ202947.93+355926.5). The first one is a young
PN but according to Viironen et al. (2009) its spectrum
resembles those of D-type SySts and it may belong to the
rare group of objects whose its nature is still not clear like
M 2-9. The second one is classified as YSO (see also Krause
et al. 2003). Our classification criteria also indicate a likely
YSO or AeBe star. Note that the last two objects were
derived from the dusty/mimic model for which the group
of SySts suffers by a 25 per cent contamination. Therefore,
the possibility of finding other dusty sources like YSO is
not small.
Baella et al. (2016) also searched for new yellow SySts
by observing five candidate SySts and they ended up discov-
ering one new SySt (StHa 63) while the remaining sources
were classified as K giants. From our classification criteria,
we conclude that all of them are good candidate SySts and
deserved to be observed. Nevertheless, by using the criteria
from the SySts+K/M giants training sample (Fig. A5), only
two objects StHa 63 (the confirmed) and SS 360 (classified
as M3 III, see Baella et al. 2016) pass the criteria of being
SySts while the remaining not.
The interesting point here is that SySts with low lu-
minosity WDs produce very weak optical emission line and
they can be misclassified. SU Lyn belongs to this specific
group of SySts. Despite its optical spectrum resembling that
of an M6 III star having a very weak H α emission line,
its UV-excess indicates the presence of a hot white dwarf
(Mukai et al. 2016). According to our classification tree cri-
teria, SU Lyn is indeed a SySt and not an isolate red giant.
Therefore, we claim that SS 360 may also be a member of
SySts with a low luminosity WD. Notice that SS 360 is the
only object, besides StHa 63, with an H α emission (see Fig. 4
in Baella et al. 2016).
The final step is to apply our classification tree and
LDA/KNN criteria derived from the training samples of dif-
ferent classes of sources to our list of candidate SySts. In
Tables ?? and ??, we present a probable classification of
each source in columns 2 to 8, for the classification tree
and LDA/KNN methods, respectively. All the known SySts
in this list are recovered from both methods. Therefore, at
least an 80-90 per cent of the sources are very likely SySts.
A spectroscopic study of these sources will be presented in
a forthcoming paper.
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6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We carried out and presented a machine learning approach
to find new SySts in publicly available H α photometric cat-
alogues using H α-excess, 2MASS and WISE photometric
data. First, we explored a number of different combinations
of colour indices that can provide a good separation of SySts
from other classes of objects that mimic SySts such as PNe,
post-AGB stars, CVs, WR stars, WTT and ClTT stars, sin-
gle K and M giants, and Be stars. We shown that the widely
used J–H vs. H–Ks is not an adequate DCCD for identify-
ing SySts. S-type SySts, Mira, YSO and WTT stars occupy
the same regions making very hard to distinguish them. The
W3–W4 vs. Ks–W3 and J–H vs.W1–W4DCCDs were found
to be better DCCDs.
Machine learning methods such as classification tree,
linear discriminant analysis and K-nearest neighbours were
also used to derive new criteria that distinguish SySts from
other stellar objects. Classification tree revealed that the
Ks–W3, H–W2 and W3–W4 colour indices are the best
observable parameters for classifying SySts into the S, D,
D′and S+IR scheme. The J–H, Ks–W3,W1–W2 colour in-
dices were found to provide the best combination for sep-
arating S-type SySts from mimics, whereas the H–W2 and
W1–W4 colour indices are better for identifying the dusty
SySts. By training the classification tree using samples with
different combinations of classes of objects, we deduced that
primarily J–H, W1–W4 and Ks–W3 and secondarily H–W2,
W1–W2 and W3–W4 provide ideal colour indices to distin-
guish SySts.
Linear discrimination analysis and K-nearest neighbour
were also used in order to find the linear combination of
2MASS and AllWISE data, that better discriminate SySts.
SySts were found to define, in most of the cases, distinct
regions. Diagnostic diagrams obtained from the LDA+KNN
analysis were also provided. The accuracy of these diagrams
vary between 80 and 98 per cent. Mira stars were found to
be the objects which cannot be easily distinguished from the
SySts, especially the S-type, as they have very similar colour
indices.
Finally, we applied our classification tree model derived
from the SySts and mimics training samples to the list of
candidate SySts from Paper I, the IPHAS list of candidate
SySts, and the DR2 VPHAS+ catalogues. We ended up with
125 sources that pass the criteria. 72 of them (36 S-type and
36 D-type) are new candidate SySts. All the criteria de-
rived from the training samples with different combinations
of sources were also applied to our final list of candidates and
the most likely identification was provided for each source.
Our models recovered up to 90 per cent of the known SySts
in these three lists. Around 80-90 per cent of the sources in
our list are very likely SySts but a spectroscopic confirma-
tion is required.
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APPENDIX A: CLASSIFICATION TREE
The classification tree plots derived from the train-
ing samples of the following groups: SySts/PNe/Be,
SySts/CV/Mira, SySts/CV/YSO, SySts/WR/post-
AGB, SySts/K-giants/M-giants, SySts/WTT/ClTT
and SySts/Be/AeBe are presented here.
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Figure A1. Classification tree plot from the SySts/PNe/Be training sample.
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Figure A2. Classification tree plot from the SySts/CV/Mira training samples.
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Figure A3. Classification tree plot from the SySts/CV/YSO training sample.
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Figure A4. Classification tree plot from the SySts/WR/post-AGB training sample.
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Figure A5. Classification tree plot from the SySts/K-giants/M-giants training sample.
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Figure A6. Classification tree plot from the SySts/WTT/ClTT training sample.
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Figure A7. Classification tree plot from the SySts/Be/AeBe training sample.
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APPENDIX B: LDA+KNN
To transform any set of linear discriminant components
(LD1 and LD2) obtained from the coefficients in Table B1
into the range [0,1] one should apply the following relations:
• Data set: SySts - PNe - Be
NormalizedLD1 =
(LD1 + 5.65)
9.28
(B1)
NormalizedLD2 =
(LD2 + 8.38)
11.67
, (B2)
• Data set: SySts - CV - Mira
NormalizedLD1 =
(LD1 + 6.35)
12.19
(B3)
NormalizedLD2 =
(LD2 + 3.40)
8.47
, (B4)
• Data set: SySts - YSO - CV
NormalizedLD1 =
(LD1 + 4.46)
9.06
(B5)
NormalizedLD2 =
(LD2 + 3.36)
8.86
, (B6)
• Data set: SySts - post-AGB - WR
NormalizedLD1 =
(LD1 + 4.87)
7.49
(B7)
NormalizedLD2 =
(LD2 + 7.28)
10.50
, (B8)
• Data set: SySts - M giants - K giants
NormalizedLD1 =
(LD1 + 2.21)
11.87
(B9)
NormalizedLD2 =
(LD2 + 4.81)
10.81
, (B10)
• Data set: SySts - WTT - ClTT
NormalizedLD1 =
(LD1 + 4.77)
11.53
(B11)
NormalizedLD2 =
(LD2 + 4.47)
6.69
, (B12)
• Data set: SySts - Be - AeBe
NormalizedLD1 =
(LD1 + 4.89)
13.16
(B13)
NormalizedLD2 =
(LD2 + 2.69)
7.77
, (B14)
The LDA/KNN plots derived from the training samples
of the following groups: SySts/PNe/Be, SySts/CV/Mira,
SySts/CV/YSO, SySts/WR/post-AGB, SySts/K-giants/M-
giants, SySts/WTT/ClTT and SySts/Be/AeBe are pre-
sented here.
APPENDIX C: VERY LIKELY CANDIDATE
SYSTS IN IPHAS AND VPHAS+ CATALOGUES
The list of 125 sources found in the list of the candidate
SySts (paper I), the IPHAS list of candidate SySts (Corradi
et al. 2008) and the DR2 VPHAS+ catalogue (Drew et al.
2014) are presented here. The classification of each source
based on the classification tree and LD/KNN is also provided
in the columns 2 to 8 as follows: (a) SySts/PNe/Be, (b)
SySts/CV/Mira, (c) SySts/CV/YSO, (d) SySts/WR/post-
AGB, (e) SySts/K-giants/M-giants, (f) SySts/WTT/ClTT,
(g) SySts/Be/AeBe.
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Table B1. LDA & KNN modelling
Coefficients spectrum plots Normalized LD1 vs LD2 KNN plots
0 J H K W1 W2 W3 W4
−
10
−
5
0
5
10
LD1 (77%)
LD2 (23%)
3.589
0.917
 −1.348
0.028 0.171−0.479
−0.117
0.664
1.616
−3.062
3.169
0.401 0.194
−1.284.
0.684
−0.025
0.0
0.4
0.8
0.0 0.4 0.8
Normalized LDA1
No
rm
ali
ze
d L
DA
2
prob
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
Be
PN
SySt
94% < Accuracy < 97%
0 J H K W1 W2 W3 W4
−
10
−
5
0
5
10
LD1 (95%)
LD2 (5%)
3.062
1.705
−1.387
−0.482
−1.604
1.226
0.000 0.000
−2.791
2.933
−4.165
1.487
−1.693
1.590 0.000 0.000
0.0
0.4
0.8
0.0 0.4 0.8
Normalized LDA1
No
rm
ali
ze
d L
DA
2
prob
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
CV
Mira
SySt
79% < Accuracy < 86%
0 J H K W1 W2 W3 W4
−
10
−
5
0
5
10 LD1 (87%)
LD2 (13%)
4.489
1.202
−1.556
−0.054−0.310
0.163 0.000 0.000
−2.919
1.279
 −2.655
1.027
3.467
−2.962
0.000 0.000
0.0
0.4
0.8
0.0 0.4 0.8
Normalized LDA1
No
rm
ali
ze
d L
DA
2 CVSySt
YSO
prob
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
80% < Accuracy < 86%
Left column: Coefficient spectrum plot of the first (red) and second (blue) discriminant components for the seven-dimensional space of
2MASS and WISE surveys. ”0” variable corresponds to the zero point. The numbers in parenthesis give the percentage of
discriminabily. Right column: The LDA/KNN plots for different sets of objects. The size of the background circles corresponds to the
probability of being classified as a specific type. The equations to normalize the LDA components and produce the KNN plots are given
in Appendix A.
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Table B1. LDA & KNN modelling
Coefficients spectrum plots Normalized LD1 vs LD2 KNN plots
0 J H K W1 W2 W3 W4
−
10
−
5
0
5
10
LD1 (73%)
LD2 (27%)
0.682
−0.266
1.459
−1.399−0.3190.154
−0.093
0.639
0.091
−3.686
7.308
−3.621
0.285
−0.413
0.423
−0.129
0.0
0.4
0.8
0.0 0.4 0.8
Normalized LDA1
No
rm
ali
ze
d L
DA
2
prob
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
p−AGB
SySt
WR
86% < Accuracy < 90%
0 J H K W1 W2 W3 W4
−
10
−
5
0
5
10
LD1 (80%)
LD2 (20%)
−3.889
3.456
−4.087
0.444 0.201
−0.188
2.570
−2.337
0.278
−3.763
 6.653
 −2.188
−0.459 −0.0320.461
−0.375
0.0
0.4
0.8
0.0 0.4 0.8
Normalized LDA1
No
rm
ali
ze
d L
DA
2
prob
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
Kgiant
Mgiant
SySt
88% < Accuracy < 91%
0 J H K W1 W2 W3 W4
−
6
−
2
2
4
6 LD1 (68%)
LD2 (32%)
−0.112
2.191
−0.522
−2.419
−1.362
2.151
−0.926
0.781
−3.982
0.374
−1.834
1.297 1.839
−1.278
−0.299
0.565
0.0
0.4
0.8
0.0 0.4 0.8
Normalized LDA1
No
rm
ali
ze
d L
DA
2
prob
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
ClTTauri
SySt
WTTauri
80% < Accuracy < 89%
Left column: Coefficient spectrum plot of the first (red) and second (blue) discriminant components for the seven-dimensional space of
2MASS and WISE surveys. ”0” variable corresponds to the zero point. The numbers in parenthesis give the percentage of discriminabily.
Right column: The LDA/KNN plots for different sets of objects. The size of the background circles corresponds to the probability of
being classified as a specific type. The equations to normalize the LDA components and produce the KNN plots are given above.
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Table B1. LDA & KNN modelling
Coefficients spectrum plots Normalized LD1 vs LD2 KNN plots
0 J H K W1 W2 W3 W4
−
10
0
5
10 LD1 (70%)LD2 (30%)
−0.559
4.882
−8.699
3.910
−0.801
0.746
−0.456
0.361
−0.192
1.059
−1.222
−0.288
0.659
0.088
0.200
−0.768
0.0
0.4
0.8
0.0 0.4 0.8
Normalized LDA1
No
rm
ali
ze
d L
DA
2
prob
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
AeBe
Be
SySt
88% < Accuracy < 92%
Left column: Coefficient spectrum plot of the first (red) and second (blue) discriminant components for the seven-dimensional space of
2MASS and WISE surveys. ”0” variable corresponds to the zero point. The numbers in parenthesis give the percentage of
discriminabily. Right column: The LDA/KNN plots for different sets of objects. The size of the background circles corresponds to the
probability of being classified as a specific type. The equations to normalize the LDA components and produce the KNN plots are given
in Appendix A.
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Table C1: New very likely symbiotic stars found in Paper I and the IPHAS and VPHAS+
surveys. A further classification of the candidates based on the classification tree analysis
is given in columns 2 to 8: (a) SySts/PNe/Be, (b) SySts/CV/Mira, (c) SySts/CV/YSO,
(d) SySts/WR/post-AGB, (e) SySts/K-giants/M-giants, (f) SySts/WTT/ClTT, (g)
SySts/Be/AeBe.
Name (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) Comments
Candidates – Paper I
Hen 3-653 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
Hen 4-134 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
Hen 4-137 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
V748 Cen SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
WRAY 16-294 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
001.97+02.41 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
001.33+01.07 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
001.71+01.14 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
DASCH J075731.1+201735 SySt SySt SySt SySt Mgiant SySt SySt
ASAS J174600-2321.3 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
dusty
2MASSJ17145509-393311712 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe
357.12+01.66 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt ClTTauri AeBe
AS 288 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe
IPHAS
stellar
IPHASJ182906.08-003457.2 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt known SySt
IPHASJ183501.83+014656.0 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt known SySt
DQ Ser SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt known SySt
IPHASJ184446.08+060703.5 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt known SySt
IPHASJ184733.03+032554.3 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt known SySt
IPHASJ185039.20+065916.7 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt WTTauri SySt
IPHASJ185323.58+084955.0 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt known SySt
IPHASJ190924.64-010910.2 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt known SySt
Ap 3-1 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt known SySt
IPHASJ193436.06+163128.9 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt known SySt
IPHASJ193501.31+135427.5 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt known SySt
IPHASJ194120.77+245612.9 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
dusty
IPHASJ192257.72+113854.8 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt ClTTauri AeBe
IPHASJ194907.23+211742.0 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe young PN (3)
IPHASJ195712.42+301316.1 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe young PN (3)
IPHASJ201550.96+373004.2 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe Be/YSO? (1,2)
IPHASJ202058.52+380949.8 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt SySt
IPHASJ202947.93+355926.5 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt ClTTauri AeBe YSO (3,4)
IPHASJ204713.69+463517.5 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe
IPHASJ215628.47+571445.5 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe
IPHASJ231735.92+634506.4 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe
IPHASJ203413.39+410157.9 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt ClTTauri AeBe
IPHASJ191017.43+065258.1 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe
VPHAS+
stellar
VPHASDR2J174455.7-341418.0 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt 355.39-02.6, known SySt
VPHASDR2J174354.4-330845.3 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J175313.8-301805.8 SySt SySt SySt SySt Mgiant SySt SySt PN Bl L, known SySt
VPHASDR2J175059.8-301247.5 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt 2MASSJ17505978-3012473, ELS
VPHASDR2J175320.4-295327.4 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J175225.9-294557.0 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt PN Bl 3-14, known SySt
VPHASDR2J175231.2-291534.8 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt 000.49-01.45, known SySt
VPHASDR2J175346.2-284826.6 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt WTTauri SySt
VPHASDR2J173007.4-312706.8 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J173123.2-300844.3 PN SySt SySt SySt SySt WTTauri SySt 357.32+01.97, known SySt
Continued on next page
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Table C1 – continued from previous page
Name (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) f (g) Comments
VPHASDR2J173155.9-301915.6 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J173435.5-294822.2 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt 357.98+01.57, known SySt
VPHASDR2J173416.8-292912.0 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt PN Th 3-31, known SySt
VPHASDR2J173227.9-290509.1 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt PN Th 3-29, known SySt
VPHASDR2J171755.8-300142.6 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt PN Sa 3-43, known SySt
VPHASDR2J172102.5-292252.8 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt PN Th 3-7, known SySt
VPHASDR2J172830.6-292124.5 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt ELS
VPHASDR2J172731.6-290256.4 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt PN Th 3-17, known SySt
VPHASDR2J173558.5-284954.1 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt NSV 22840, known SySt
VPHASDR2J174513.7-265242.9 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt Carbon star
VPHASDR2J174055.7-274748.4 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt Variable star
VPHASDR2J173343.4-280721.2 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt PN Th 3-30, known SySt
VPHASDR2J175648.7-285837.0 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt OGLE BLG-LPV 134361, SR-PS
VPHASDR2J175704.2-285034.8 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J175645.2-285154.4 SySt SySt SySt SySt Mgiant WTTauri SySt
VPHASDR2J175828.0-283342.0 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt PN H 2-34, known SySt
VPHASDR2J175732.5-271825.3 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt PHR 1757-2718, known SySt
VPHASDR2J180913.0-253521.9 SySt SySt SySt SySt Mgiant SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J180924.9-253834.8 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt WTTauri SySt
VPHASDR2J180920.2-253738.5 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J180923.8-253158.5 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J180910.5-253003.1 SySt SySt SySt SySt Mgiant SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J180910.6-253023.6 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt WTTauri SySt
VPHASDR2J180912.0-253053.3 SySt SySt SySt SySt Mgiant SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J180914.2-253827.1 SySt SySt SySt SySt Mgiant SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J180913.6-253106.5 SySt SySt SySt SySt Mgiant SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J180915.7-252939.1 SySt SySt SySt SySt Mgiant SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J180910.0-253622.8 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J181154.5-243536.2 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt 2MASSJ18115453-2435360, ELS
VPHASDR2J181333.6-245225.0 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt [KW2003] 98, ELS
VPHASDR2J180934.5-245744.2 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J181123.2-241430.0 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt 2MASSJ18112322-2414299, ELS
VPHASDR2J174512.6-253207.2 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J174356.1-250625.6 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J175527.9-222339.6 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J181705.6-153203.8 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J185821.0-071139.5 SySt SySt SySt SySt Kgiant WTTauri SySt
VPHASDR2J184835.7-064110.4 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt AS 323, known SySt
VPHASDR2J191333.7+021813.1 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt V352 Aql, known SySt
VPHASDR2J141301.4-653320.1 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt WRAY 15-1180, ELS
VPHASDR2J160910.9-530245.4 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J165421.0-404248.0 SySt SySt SySt SySt SySt WTTauri SySt
dusty
VPHASDR2J175016.7-305734.6 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt SySt WRAY 16-312, Known SySt
VPHASDR2J175153.5-293053.5 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe variable star
VPHASDR2J173030.0-304937.2 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe
VPHASDR2J173204.8-302854.6 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt ClTTauri AeBe
VPHASDR2J173522.2-294519.8 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe Hen 2-251 Known SySt
VPHASDR2J175821.9-281452.2 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt SySt PN H 1-45 Known SySt
VPHASDR2J180149.5-195828.4 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J180803.5-203454.0 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt ClTTauri AeBe posible YSO
VPHASDR2J182047.1-173627.3 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J182503.1-143031.5 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt ClTTauri SySt
VPHASDR2J183013.2-135356.7 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe Known PN
VPHASDR2J182831.5-122059.5 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J182606.0-122839.3 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt ClTTauri SySt
VPHASDR2J184024.2-084346.3 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt SySt PN K 3-9 Known SySt
VPHASDR2J183910.8-085644.4 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt ClTTauri AeBe
VPHASDR2J183044.6-100757.4 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt SySt
Continued on next page
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Table C1 – continued from previous page
Name (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) f (g) Comments
VPHASDR2J184303.6-050026.4 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt SySt AGB star
VPHASDR2J184532.1-005029.4 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe
VPHASDR2J184229.2-002144.1 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe
VPHASDR2J101521.0-570706.0 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe
VPHASDR2J124845.2-634948.6 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J133405.8-623745.7 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe AGB star
VPHASDR2J133509.6-614305.8 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe ELS
VPHASDR2J154125.6-565953.2 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt ClTTauri AeBe
VPHASDR2J152144.3-572220.6 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe
VPHASDR2J160631.4-525616.4 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J164646.3-454758.3 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt SySt WR star
VPHASDR2J162446.2-485536.4 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J162457.4-484340.2 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe ELS
VPHASDR2J164300.8-452701.3 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt SySt
VPHASDR2J165346.7-434931.0 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe
VPHASDR2J171225.1-412555.4 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe
VPHASDR2J171455.1-393311.7 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe SySt candidate
VPHASDR2J171527.4-390209.2 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt AeBe
VPHASDR2J171513.5-364633.2 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt ClTTauri SySt
VPHASDR2J171445.0-361838.4 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt ClTTauri Syst ELS
VPHASDR2J120916.3-633202.7 SySt Mira YSO SySt SySt SySt SySt
The classification of some sources as emission line stars (ELS), semi regular pulsating star (SR-PS), asymptotic giant branch stars (AGB), Wolf-Rayet stars (WR), planetary nebula (PN) or known/candidate
symbiotic stars (SySt) is based on the SIMBAD catalogue, Kohoutek & Wehmeyer (2003) or Paper I.
(1) Rodr´ıguez-Flores et al. 2014, (2) Corradi et al. 2010, (3) Viironen et al. (2009b), (4) Krause et al. (2003)
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Table C2: NNew very likely symbiotic stars found in Paper I and the IPHAS and VPHAS+
surveys. A further classification of the candidates based on the LDA/KNN analysis is
given in columns 2 to 8: (a) SySts/PNe/Be, (b) SySts/CV/Mira, (c) SySts/CV/YSO,
(d) SySts/WR/post-AGB, (e) SySts/K-giants/M-giants, (f) SySts/WTT/ClTT, (g)
SySts/Be/AeBe.
Name (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) Comments
Candidates – Paper I
stellar
Hen 3-653 SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.85) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
Hen 4-134 SySt (1.00) Mira (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) Kgiant (0.85) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86)
Hen 4-137 SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) Mgiant (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
V748 Cen SySt (1.00) Mira (0.71) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) Mgiant (0.85) WTTauri (0.57) SySt (0.86)
WRAY 16-294 SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (0.86) SySt (0.57) Mgiant (0.43) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86)
001.97+02.41 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00)
001.33+01.07 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
001.71+01.14 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
DASCH J075731.1+201735 SySt (1.00) Mira (0.71) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) Mgiant (0.85) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86)
ASAS J174600-2321.3 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00)
dusty
2MASSJ17145509-393311712 SySt (1.00) SySt (0.57) SySt (0.57) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86)
357.12+01.66 SySt (0.85) SySt (0.71) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86)
AS 288 SySt (0.85) Mira (0.57) YSO (0.86) SySt (0.57) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86)
IPHAS
stellar
IPHASJ182906.08-003457.2 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) known SySt
IPHASJ183501.83+014656.0 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) known SySt
DQ Ser SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.85) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) known SySt
IPHASJ184446.08+060703.5 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.57) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) known SySt
IPHASJ184733.03+032554.3 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) known SySt
IPHASJ185039.20+065916.7 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) YSO (0.71) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
IPHASJ185323.58+084955.0 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) known SySt
IPHASJ190924.64-010910.2 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (0.86) SySt (0.85) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00) known SySt
Ap 3-1 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00) Mgiant (0.57) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) known SySt
IPHASJ193436.06+163128.9 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) known SySt
IPHASJ193501.31+135427.5 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) known SySt
IPHASJ194120.77+245612.9 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
dusty
IPHASJ192257.72+113854.8 SySt (0.57) SySt (1.00) YSO (0.85) SySt (0.57) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
IPHASJ194907.23+211742.0 SySt (0.71) SySt (0.86) YSO (1.00) WR (0.57) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) young PN (3)
IPHASJ195712.42+301316.1 SySt (0.71) Mira (0.86) YSO (1.00) WR (1.00) SySt (0.86) ClTTauri (0.75) AeBE (0.71) young PN (3)
IPHASJ201550.96+373004.2 SySt (0.71) Mira (0.86) YSO (1.00) WR (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.85) SySt (0.71) Be/YSO? (1,2)
IPHASJ202058.52+380949.8 SySt (0.86) Mira (0.86) YSO (1.00) WR (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) AeBe (0.43)
IPHASJ202947.93+355926.5 SySt (0.71) Mira (0.86) YSO (0.86) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.63) SySt (0.57) YSO (3,4)
IPHASJ204713.69+463517.5 SySt (0.57) Mira (0.71) YSO (0.71) WR (0.57) SySt (0.85) ClTTauri (0.86) AeBe (0.71)
IPHASJ215628.47+571445.5 SySt (0.43) SySt (0.71) YSO (1.00) WR (1.00) SySt (1.00) ClTTauri (0.71) Be (0.57)
IPHASJ231735.92+634506.4 SySt (0.71) Mira (1.00) YSO (1.00) WR (0.57) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (0.57)
IPHASJ203413.39+410157.9 SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) YSO (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
IPHASJ191017.43+065258.1 SySt (0.86) Mira (0.71) YSO (0.86) SySt (0.57) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.57) SySt (0.57)
VPHAS+
stellar
VPHASDR2J174455.7-341418.0 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) 355.39-02.6, known SySt
VPHASDR2J174354.4-330845.3 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J175313.8-301805.8 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.57) SySt (1.00) PN Bl L, known SySt
VPHASDR2J175059.8-301247.5 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) 2MASSJ17505978-3012473, ELS
VPHASDR2J175320.4-295327.4 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J175225.9-294557.0 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) PN Bl 3-14, known SySt
VPHASDR2J175231.2-291534.8 SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) 000.49-01.45, known SySt
VPHASDR2J175346.2-284826.6 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J173007.4-312706.8 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
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Name (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) f (g) Comments
VPHASDR2J173123.2-300844.3 SySt (0.85) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.85) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.57) SySt (1.00) 357.32+01.97, known SySt
VPHASDR2J173155.9-301915.6 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J173435.5-294822.2 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) 357.98+01.57, known SySt
VPHASDR2J173416.8-292912.0 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00) PN Th 3-31, known SySt
VPHASDR2J173227.9-290509.1 SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) PN Th 3-29, known SySt
VPHASDR2J171755.8-300142.6 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) PN Sa 3-43, known SySt
VPHASDR2J172102.5-292252.8 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) PN Th 3-7, known SySt
VPHASDR2J172830.6-292124.5 SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) ELS
VPHASDR2J172731.6-290256.4 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) PN Th 3-17, known SySt
VPHASDR2J173558.5-284954.1 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00) NSV 22840, known SySt
VPHASDR2J174513.7-265242.9 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) Carbon star
VPHASDR2J174055.7-274748.4 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) Variable star
VPHASDR2J173343.4-280721.2 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) PN Th 3-30, known SySt
VPHASDR2J175648.7-285837.0 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) OGLE BLG-LPV 134361, SR-PS
VPHASDR2J175704.2-285034.8 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J175645.2-285154.4 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) YSO (0.57) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) WTTauri (1.00) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J175828.0-283342.0 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) PN H 2-34, known SySt
VPHASDR2J175732.5-271825.3 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) PHR 1757-2718, known SySt
VPHASDR2J180913.0-253521.9 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J180924.9-253834.8 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.57) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J180920.2-253738.5 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J180923.8-253158.5 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J180910.5-253003.1 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) CV (0.57) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) WTTauri (0.86) SySt (0.86)
VPHASDR2J180910.6-253023.6 SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) YSO (0.57) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) WTTauri (1.00) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J180912.0-253053.3 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J180914.2-253827.1 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.85) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J180913.6-253106.5 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86)
VPHASDR2J180915.7-252939.1 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J180910.0-253622.8 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.57) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) WTTauri (1.00) SySt (0.86)
VPHASDR2J181154.5-243536.2 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) 2MASSJ18115453-2435360, ELS
VPHASDR2J181333.6-245225.0 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.57) SySt (1.00) [KW2003] 98, ELS
VPHASDR2J180934.5-245744.2 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J181123.2-241430.0 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) 2MASSJ18112322-2414299, ELS
VPHASDR2J174512.6-253207.2 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J174356.1-250625.6 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J175527.9-222339.6 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J181705.6-153203.8 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J185821.0-071139.5 SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (0.43) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) WTTauri (0.86) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J184835.7-064110.4 SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) Mgiant (0.42) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) AS 323, known SySt
VPHASDR2J191333.7+021813.1 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) Kgiant (0.71) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) V352 Aql, known SySt
VPHASDR2J141301.4-653320.1 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) WRAY 15-1180, ELS
VPHASDR2J160910.9-530245.4 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J165421.0-404248.0 SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00) CV (0.57) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) WTTauri (0.86) SySt (1.00)
dusty
VPHASDR2J175016.7-305734.6 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) YSO (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) WRAY 16-312, Known SySt
VPHASDR2J175153.6-293053.5 SySt (0.86) SySt (0.75) SySt (0.57) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (0.71) variable star
VPHASDR2J173030.0-304937.2 SySt (0.86) Mira (0.57) SySt (0.57) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J173204.8-302854.6 SySt (0.86) SySt (0.71) SySt (0.85) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86)
VPHASDR2J173522.2-294519.8 SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (0.57) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.57) Hen 2-251 Known SySt
VPHASDR2J175821.9-281452.2 SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) PN H 1-45 Known SySt
VPHASDR2J180149.5-195828.4 SySt (0.86) SySt (0.86) YSO (0.86) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (0.86)
VPHASDR2J180803.5-203454.0 SySt (0.57) Mira (0.86) YSO (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) posible YSO
VPHASDR2J182047.1-173627.3 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86)
VPHASDR2J182503.1-143031.5 SySt (0.86) SySt (0.71) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J183013.2-135356.7 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) Known PN
VPHASDR2J182831.5-122059.5 SySt (1.00) Mira (0.86) YSO (0.57) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71)
VPHASDR2J182606.0-122839.3 SySt (0.86) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J184024.2-084346.3 SySt (1.00) Mira (0.86) YSO (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) ClTTauri (0.86) SySt (0.86) PN K 3-9 Known SySt
VPHASDR2J183910.8-085644.4 SySt (0.86) Mira (0.57) YSO (1.00) WR (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.57)
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Table C2 – continued from previous page
Name (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) f (g) Comments
VPHASDR2J183044.6-100757.4 SySt (0.86) SySt (0.57) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.57) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86)
VPHASDR2J184303.6-050026.4 SySt (0.71) Mira (0.86) YSO (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (0.71) AGB star
VPHASDR2J184532.1-005029.4 SySt (1.00) Mira (0.71) YSO (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86)
VPHASDR2J184229.2-002144.1 SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) YSO (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J101521.0-570706.0 SySt (0.71) Mira (0.86) YSO (1.00) WR (0.86) SySt (0.86) SySt (0.71) AeBe (0.86)
VPHASDR2J124845.2-634948.6 SySt (1.00) Mira (1.00) YSO (0.71) WR (0.71) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) AeBe (0.57)
VPHASDR2J133405.8-623745.7 SySt (0.71) Mira (0.86) YSO (0.86) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00) ClTTauri (0.86) AeBe (0.86) AGB star
VPHASDR2J133509.6-614305.8 SySt (0.43) Mira (0.71) YSO (0.86) WR (1.00) SySt (1.00) ClTTauri (0.86) AeBe (0.57) ELS
VPHASDR2J154125.6-565953.2 SySt (0.86) SySt (0.57) YSO (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J152144.3-572220.6 SySt (0.86) Mira (0.57) SySt (0.57) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71)
VPHASDR2J160631.4-525616.4 SySt (0.71) Mira (0.86) YSO (0.86) WR (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) AeBe (0.71)
VPHASDR2J164646.3-454758.2 SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) WR star
VPHASDR2J162446.2-485536.4 SySt (1.00) Mira (0.71) YSO (0.71) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) AeBe (0.57)
VPHASDR2J162457.4-484340.2 SySt (1.00) Mira (1.00) YSO (0.71) WR (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) AeBe (0.86) ELS
VPHASDR2J164300.8-452701.3 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00)
VPHASDR2J165346.7-434931.0 SySt (0.71) Mira (0.86) YSO (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86)
VPHASDR2J171225.1-412555.4 SySt (0.86) Mira (0.86) YSO (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (0.86)
VPHASDR2J171455.1-393311.7 SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) YSO (0.57) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt candidate
VPHASDR2J171527.4-390209.2 SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) YSO (0.71) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) AeBe (1.00)
VPHASDR2J171513.5-364633.2 SySt (0.86) SySt (0.71) YSO (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.86) SySt (0.71)
VPHASDR2J171445.0-361838.4 SySt (0.71) Mira (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) ClTTauri (0.71) AeBe (1.00) ELS
VPHASDR2J120916.3-633202.7 SySt (0.86) SySt (1.00) YSO (0.86) SySt (1.00) SySt (1.00) SySt (0.71) SySt (1.00)
The classification of some sources as emission line stars (ELS), semi regular pulsating star (SR-PS), asymptotic giant branch stars (AGB), Wolf-Rayet stars (WR), planetary nebula (PN) or known/candidate
symbiotic stars (SySt) is based on the SIMBAD catalogue, Kohoutek & Wehmeyer (2003) or Paper I.
(1) Rodr´ıguez-Flores et al. 2014, (2) Corradi et al. 2010, (3) Viironen et al. (2009b), (4) Krause et al. (2003)
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